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Instructions for printing and framing the exhibition

The exhibition consists of:
1 intro sign
23 artworks (framed photographs)
23 title/caption labels

Intro sign:
Size: 700x1200mm.
To be printed on 5–10 mm thick white foamboard, cardboard or equivalent.

Artwork:
Size of images including white frame: 700x600 mm. 

Frame: 
White wooden frame, 15 mm wide.

Glazing:
Anti-reflective glass or equivalent.

Artwork (photographs):
Photographs should be printed by a professional photo lab on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag 380 g.

Mounting board:
Ideally, photos should be glued or otherwise adhered to rigid cardboard stock before being mounted 
into frames.

Title/caption labels:
Size: 200x200 mm
To be printed on 5–10 mm thick white foamboard, cardboard or equivalent. 

Framing of artwork:

Frame

Glazing

Artwork (photograph)

Frame backing board

Mounting board 

15 mm wide wooden frame

Artwork should 
be glued  to 
mounting board
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Photo 1
Title: Double kiss

Intro sign Photo 2
Title: Childcare drop-off

Photo 3
Title: Management meeting

Photo 4
Title: Everyday hero

Photo 5
Title: Hair washing day

Parenting –  
an equal opportunity

‘I live in Sweden in a time when I can go to work and I can have hobbies outside the home. 
After experiencing that, I could never go back to living in a bubble where I have to assume 
a certain role and not get to do the other parts.’

– Ida, mother of Valle, 4, Babs, 1 week, and bonus mother to Nikki, 19

The early childhood years are special. Parents make space for a new life in an existence 
that might already be very busy. It can be a hectic and challenging time, but in the midst 
of all the chores, stress and tiredness, we find one thing that parents from all walks of life 
share – the love for their children. 

In Sweden, parents have the opportunity to spend 480 days at home with their children 
while receiving financial support from the state. In 1974, Sweden became the first country 
in the world to introduce parental leave for both mothers and fathers – an important step 
towards greater equality in work and family life. One result of Sweden’s parental policy  
is that women don’t have to choose between a career and a family. It also helps that there is  
a well-developed childcare system and an option to stay home from work with sick children. 
For fathers, parental leave means a greater chance to experience a close bond with their 
children through shared responsibilities. In 1974, fathers accounted for 0.5 per cent of all 
parental leave days. Today, that figure is closer to 30 per cent. To further close the gender 
gap, three months were reserved for each parent and made non-transferrable in 2016. 
Whether or not this journey towards full parity is moving quickly or slowly is up for debate 
– at the current pace, Sweden won’t get there before 2040 – but there’s no doubt that this 
reform has had a huge impact.

‘It comes natural for my wife and I to share everything from our finances and parenting  
to housework and chores, so that we are both there for our children as they are growing up. 
Being present like that means I get to see the children develop and I can feel their love  
and affection each and every day.’

– Rikard, father of Oliver, 10, Viktor, 9, and Oscar, 3

For this exhibition, Parenting – an equal opportunity, documentary photographer  
Elin Berge has portrayed and interviewed parents in Sweden who strive to live equal lives. 
Not because they have to, but because they want to. Berge has used her own everyday  
reality as a starting point: a working mother of two children who, just like the parents  
in her exhibition, tries to balance career and family. A balancing act that – as rewarding  
as it may be – also entails challenges. 

Through the intimate moments depicted in Berge’s photographs, we get an insight into  
the endeavour of these parents to move beyond deep-seated conceptions of male and 
female roles, towards a partnership based on collaboration and needs. But early childhood 
is a fragile time filled with slow-dying expectations both from within and from the world 
around us. The Swedish parental policy may give parents an opportunity, but the actual 
work they must do together. 

Elin Berge (born 1978) is an award-winning photographer and filmmaker, who for many years has turned her lens  
on how norms and power structures affect people’s lives. She works primarily on long documentary projects for 
exhibitions, books and films. Her previous works Slöjor (Veils, 2006), Drottninglandet (The Land of Queens, 2009),  
Kungariket (The Kingdom, 2015) and Awakening (2020) have garnered much attention both in Sweden and inter-
nationally. Berge is a member of the Nordic photography collective Moment and is represented internationally  
by INSTITUTE artist.

Exhibition introduction

Caption Caption CaptionCaption Caption

Instructions for hanging the exhibition

The intro sign
This marks the beginning of the exhibition. Wall mounting should not be visible. Depending on 
the wall and the weight of chosen board material, Velcro could be an option. Some venues may 
use a wire hanging system, which is also acceptable.

The photographs 
The framed photographs should be placed in numerical order, starting from the intro sign.
Distance between image frames should be 300–500 mm. Wall mounting/hooks should not be 
visible. Some venues may use a wire hanging system, which is acceptable.

Title/caption labels 
Each photo has a title/caption label that should be placed 50 mm below the frame, aligning with 
the frame on the right edge. Depending on the walls, labels could be attached to the wall using for 
example Velcro or Tack-it adhesive. Wall mounting should not be visible. 
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Photo 6
Title: Evening shadow play

Photo 7
Title: See you soon

Photo 8
Title: Tears

Photo 9
Title: Daddy’s week

Photo 10
Title: Telling secrets

Photo 11
Title: Peekaboo

CaptionCaption CaptionCaption Caption Caption
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Photo 12
Title: Colic

Photo 13
Title: First week

Photo 14
Title: Nobody wants toothache

Photo 15
Title: Visiting mum at work

Photo 16
Title: Cuddly cops

Photo 17
Title: Care of sick child

CaptionCaption CaptionCaption CaptionCaption
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Photo 18
Title: Laundry time

Photo 19
Title: Learning to skate

Photo 20
Title: Bedtime stories

Photo 21
Title: I made you a present

Photo 22
Title: Morning playtime

Photo 23
Title: Checking emails

Caption CaptionCaptionCaption CaptionCaption
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Photo 1
Title: Double kiss
Size: 500  x 700 mm

Distance between 
frames: 30–50 cm

Make sure there is adequate 
lighting at the venue.

The centre of  
the picture should 
be approx. 140 cm 
from the floor.

50 mm distance 
between photo 
frame and title/
caption label.

170 cm from the floor

Artwork (framed photo)
Size: 700x600 mm

Parenting –  
an equal opportunity

‘I live in Sweden in a time when I can go to work and I can have hobbies outside the home. 
After experiencing that, I could never go back to living in a bubble where I have to assume 
a certain role and not get to do the other parts.’

– Ida, mother of Valle, 4, Babs, 1 week, and bonus mother to Nikki, 19

The early childhood years are special. Parents make space for a new life in an existence 
that might already be very busy. It can be a hectic and challenging time, but in the midst 
of all the chores, stress and tiredness, we find one thing that parents from all walks of life 
share – the love for their children. 

In Sweden, parents have the opportunity to spend 480 days at home with their children 
while receiving financial support from the state. In 1974, Sweden became the first country 
in the world to introduce parental leave for both mothers and fathers – an important step 
towards greater equality in work and family life. One result of Sweden’s parental policy  
is that women don’t have to choose between a career and a family. It also helps that there is  
a well-developed childcare system and an option to stay home from work with sick children. 
For fathers, parental leave means a greater chance to experience a close bond with their 
children through shared responsibilities. In 1974, fathers accounted for 0.5 per cent of all 
parental leave days. Today, that figure is closer to 30 per cent. To further close the gender 
gap, three months were reserved for each parent and made non-transferrable in 2016. 
Whether or not this journey towards full parity is moving quickly or slowly is up for debate 
– at the current pace, Sweden won’t get there before 2040 – but there’s no doubt that this 
reform has had a huge impact.

‘It comes natural for my wife and I to share everything from our finances and parenting  
to housework and chores, so that we are both there for our children as they are growing up. 
Being present like that means I get to see the children develop and I can feel their love  
and affection each and every day.’

– Rikard, father of Oliver, 10, Viktor, 9, and Oscar, 3

For this exhibition, Parenting – an equal opportunity, documentary photographer  
Elin Berge has portrayed and interviewed parents in Sweden who strive to live equal lives. 
Not because they have to, but because they want to. Berge has used her own everyday  
reality as a starting point: a working mother of two children who, just like the parents  
in her exhibition, tries to balance career and family. A balancing act that – as rewarding  
as it may be – also entails challenges. 

Through the intimate moments depicted in Berge’s photographs, we get an insight into  
the endeavour of these parents to move beyond deep-seated conceptions of male and 
female roles, towards a partnership based on collaboration and needs. But early childhood 
is a fragile time filled with slow-dying expectations both from within and from the world 
around us. The Swedish parental policy may give parents an opportunity, but the actual 
work they must do together. 

Elin Berge (born 1978) is an award-winning photographer and filmmaker, who for many years has turned her lens  
on how norms and power structures affect people’s lives. She works primarily on long documentary projects for 
exhibitions, books and films. Her previous works Slöjor (Veils, 2006), Drottninglandet (The Land of Queens, 2009),  
Kungariket (The Kingdom, 2015) and Awakening (2020) have garnered much attention both in Sweden and inter-
nationally. Berge is a member of the Nordic photography collective Moment and is represented internationally  
by INSTITUTE artist.

Exhibition introduction

DOUBLE KISS
‘It hadn’t hit home for us how challenging it can be to have 
children. We had a difficult delivery and a bumpy start.  
And then things just never calmed down. Our baby had  
a tough time of it and needed intimacy all the time. It was  
a real shock to the system. We’d heard others talk about  
that wonderful first time, but for us it was the opposite.  
A time of anxiety and worry. We needed to pull together  
to get through it. I was able to take full-time parental leave 
those first five weeks and since then I’ve been at home part 
time. That has meant my presence, affection and consolation 
have been just as natural for him as my partner’s.’

André, father of Rio, 7 months 
Profession: Caretaker

HAIR WASHING DAY (IT HAS TO BE MUM!)
‘Most things in parenting come down to how you take on 
board information. How you act and react. I am sensitive, 
and constructive criticism can hit me like a sheer accusation. 
That’s just the way I am, unfortunately. If I can manage to 
suppress my baseline defensive streak for one, two or three 
seconds and take on board comments or criticism about  
my parenting, then often I can draw important lessons from 
what is being said. I try to look at it as a way of helping each 
other to do what is best for our children.’

Roberth, father of Nikki, 19, Valle, 4, and Babs, 1 week 
Profession: Quality coordinator and author

Intro sign
Size: 700x1,200 mm

Title/caption label 
Size: 200x200 mm
Caption signs to be 
placed below photo 
at bottom right.
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Parenting – an equal opportunity movie
Filmed in format 16:9, to be shown on a 32” screen or as projection 
on wall. Subtitles in English. Recommended to use as it gives an 
extra dimension to the photographs.

170 cm from the floor

TV-screen 32”
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Option 2 – Using the wooden modules
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Instructions for hanging the exhibition

Using the wooden modules
These prints are intended for the wooden modules.

Intro sign
1 unit to be printed on white foamboard, cardboard or equivalent.
Size: 700x1,200 mm

Artwork (photographs with title/captions) 
23 units to be printed on white foamboard, cardboard or equivalent.
Size: 700x700 mm
The framed photographs should be placed in numerical order, starting from the intro sign.

Parenting –  
an equal opportunity

‘I live in Sweden in a time when I can go to work and I can have hobbies outside the home. 
After experiencing that, I could never go back to living in a bubble where I have to assume 
a certain role and not get to do the other parts.’

– Ida, mother of Valle, 4, Babs, 1 week, and bonus mother to Nikki, 19

The early childhood years are special. Parents make space for a new life in an existence 
that might already be very busy. It can be a hectic and challenging time, but in the midst 
of all the chores, stress and tiredness, we find one thing that parents from all walks of life 
share – the love for their children. 

In Sweden, parents have the opportunity to spend 480 days at home with their children 
while receiving financial support from the state. In 1974, Sweden became the first country 
in the world to introduce parental leave for both mothers and fathers – an important step 
towards greater equality in work and family life. One result of Sweden’s parental policy  
is that women don’t have to choose between a career and a family. It also helps that there is  
a well-developed childcare system and an option to stay home from work with sick children. 
For fathers, parental leave means a greater chance to experience a close bond with their 
children through shared responsibilities. In 1974, fathers accounted for 0.5 per cent of all 
parental leave days. Today, that figure is closer to 30 per cent. To further close the gender 
gap, three months were reserved for each parent and made non-transferrable in 2016. 
Whether or not this journey towards full parity is moving quickly or slowly is up for debate 
– at the current pace, Sweden won’t get there before 2040 – but there’s no doubt that this 
reform has had a huge impact.

‘It comes natural for my wife and I to share everything from our finances and parenting  
to housework and chores, so that we are both there for our children as they are growing up. 
Being present like that means I get to see the children develop and I can feel their love  
and affection each and every day.’

– Rikard, father of Oliver, 10, Viktor, 9, and Oscar, 3

For this exhibition, Parenting – an equal opportunity, documentary photographer  
Elin Berge has portrayed and interviewed parents in Sweden who strive to live equal lives. 
Not because they have to, but because they want to. Berge has used her own everyday  
reality as a starting point: a working mother of two children who, just like the parents  
in her exhibition, tries to balance career and family. A balancing act that – as rewarding  
as it may be – also entails challenges. 

Through the intimate moments depicted in Berge’s photographs, we get an insight into  
the endeavour of these parents to move beyond deep-seated conceptions of male and 
female roles, towards a partnership based on collaboration and needs. But early childhood 
is a fragile time filled with slow-dying expectations both from within and from the world 
around us. The Swedish parental policy may give parents an opportunity, but the actual 
work they must do together. 

Elin Berge (born 1978) is an award-winning photographer and filmmaker, who for many years has turned her lens  
on how norms and power structures affect people’s lives. She works primarily on long documentary projects for 
exhibitions, books and films. Her previous works Slöjor (Veils, 2006), Drottninglandet (The Land of Queens, 2009),  
Kungariket (The Kingdom, 2015) and Awakening (2020) have garnered much attention both in Sweden and inter-
nationally. Berge is a member of the Nordic photography collective Moment and is represented internationally  
by INSTITUTE artist.

Exhibition introduction

Caption Caption Caption Caption Caption
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Parenting –  
an equal opportunity‘I live in Sweden in a time when I can go to work and I can have hobbies outside the home. 

After experiencing that, I could never go back to living in a bubble where I have to assume 

a certain role and not get to do the other parts.’– Ida, mother of Valle, 4, Babs, 1 week, and bonus mother to Nikki, 19

The early childhood years are special. Parents make space for a new life in an existence 

that might already be very busy. It can be a hectic and challenging time, but in the midst 

of all the chores, stress and tiredness, we find one thing that parents from all walks of life 

share – the love for their children. 

In Sweden, parents have the opportunity to spend 480 days at home with their children 

while receiving financial support from the state. In 1974, Sweden became the first country 

in the world to introduce parental leave for both mothers and fathers – an important step 

towards greater equality in work and family life. One result of Sweden’s parental policy  

is that women don’t have to choose between a career and a family. It also helps that there is  

a well-developed childcare system and an option to stay home from work with sick children. 

For fathers, parental leave means a greater chance to experience a close bond with their 

children through shared responsibilities. In 1974, fathers accounted for 0.5 per cent of all 

parental leave days. Today, that figure is closer to 30 per cent. To further close the gender 

gap, three months were reserved for each parent and made non-transferrable in 2016. 

Whether or not this journey towards full parity is moving quickly or slowly is up for debate 

– at the current pace, Sweden won’t get there before 2040 – but there’s no doubt that this 

reform has had a huge impact.

‘It comes natural for my wife and I to share everything from our finances and parenting  

to housework and chores, so that we are both there for our children as they are growing up. 

Being present like that means I get to see the children develop and I can feel their love  

and affection each and every day.’

– Rikard, father of Oliver, 10, Viktor, 9, and Oscar, 3

For this exhibition, Parenting – an equal opportunity, documentary photographer  

Elin Berge has portrayed and interviewed parents in Sweden who strive to live equal lives. 

Not because they have to, but because they want to. Berge has used her own everyday  

reality as a starting point: a working mother of two children who, just like the parents  

in her exhibition, tries to balance career and family. A balancing act that – as rewarding  

as it may be – also entails challenges. 

Through the intimate moments depicted in Berge’s photographs, we get an insight into  

the endeavour of these parents to move beyond deep-seated conceptions of male and 

female roles, towards a partnership based on collaboration and needs. But early childhood 

is a fragile time filled with slow-dying expectations both from within and from the world 

around us. The Swedish parental policy may give parents an opportunity, but the actual 

work they must do together. 

Elin Berge (born 1978) is an award-winning photographer and filmmaker, who for many years has turned her lens  

on how norms and power structures affect people’s lives. She works primarily on long documentary projects for 

exhibitions, books and films. Her previous works Slöjor (Veils, 2006), Drottninglandet (The Land of Queens, 2009),  

Kungariket (The Kingdom, 2015) and Awakening (2020) have garnered much attention both in Sweden and inter-

nationally. Berge is a member of the Nordic photography collective Moment and is represented internationally  

by INSTITUTE artist.
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Photo 16
Title: Cuddly cops

Photo 12
Title: Colic

Photo 20
Title: Bedtime stories

Photo 17
Title: Care of sick child

Photo 13
Title: First week

Photo 21
Title: I made you a present

Photo 18
Title: Laundry time

Photo 14
Title: Nobody wants toothache

Photo 22
Title: Morning playtimePhoto 19

Title: Learning to skate
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Title: Visiting mum at work

Photo 23
Title: Checking emails
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